USS Seleya - Stardate 9908.15

Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  Seleya is investigating a spatial anomaly that has appeared in the Savrin system, a system colonised by the Lazturain government, headed by Lazurus.  There is some evidence that warp research being done by the Lazturs is responsible for the anomaly, at least by the claims of the Savrin colonists, led by Sesra.

Host Cheryl says:
Captain Pang has taken her yacht, with Sesra, Counsellor Moore, and her CTO  back to Laztur for diplomatic discussions on the situation.  As Lazurus beamed aboard the yacht, Pang mysteriously beamed off.  Meanwhile, in the Savrin system, one colonised world has already fallen victim to the anomaly.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Sesra says:
@::sitting in the Captain's Yacht wondering how to approach Lazurus with the claims::

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

CO_Pang says:
$::running out of ideas as to what more she can do to establish her whereabouts ... comms not working - no way out of this 'box'::

Lazurus says:
@::Looks about for the Woman he spoke with earlier ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::en route via turbolift to the Bridge::

LazZefrah says:
%::in his laboratory, hunched over a display::

XO_Masters says:
::in RR::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::manning post::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge proceeds to the RR and activates the chime::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Running level 4 diagnostic on OPS Systems ::

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: I am Counsellor Moore of the USS Seleya

LazZefrah says:
%::the diagrams materialise and go through a simulation, displaying possible scenarios....::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining chronitron beam ::

Lazurus says:
@Cns: Where is Pang ?

XO_Masters says:
Bolitho: Enter

OPS_Jean says:
:: Modulating frequencies ::

LazZefrah says:
%::turns to the large reactor-type device which hums loudly and flashes occasionally--a greenish hue::

CMO_Viper says:
::in Sick Bay office::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::enters the RR::XO: You wanted to se me Sir?

OPS_Jean says:
:: updating internal power grid ::

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  I am the delegate from Savrin 5.  The world that has just been swallowed by that anomaly.

LazZefrah says:
%Self: There is progress here........

CSO_Hazzem says:
::trying to scan the anomaly::

XO_Masters says:
CE: Yes, please take a seat

Tyme says:
$::Paces about the bridge, worried about "The Plan"::

CO_Pang says:
$::tries her comms badge yet again::

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: She seems to have disappeared. Please give me a moment to communicate with my ship. In the meantime this is Sesra of Savrin 5. She has a theory she would like to present

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  My name is Sesra by the way. ::looks at him calmly::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::sits down and waits for the XO to continue::

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: It saddens me more than I can say that the world was swallowed

LazZefrah says:
%Reactor: You're in a special position, my friend.... We stand on the edge of evolution....

XO_Masters says:
CE: I take it you've read the briefing and have an idea what our options are?

TO_M`Toc says:
::At Tactical::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : I recommend we try to launch a type 4 probe toward the anomaly

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: have they any clues as to the cause of the Anomaly ?

Sesra says:
@::looks briefly to the floor before recomposing herself::  Lazurus:  Well let's make sure it doesn't happen to anymore of the colony worlds shall we?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: I have a few idea's that I would like to run past the CSO <grins>

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: here goes another probe, agreed

Tyme says:
$::Checks the Comm shielding, ensures no communications can be sent or received by the "guest"::

LazZefrah says:
%Reactor: With your untapped power and my.... well, genius--Yes, genius!! We will herald a new age for the planet...... ::moistens his hands and rubs them together::

XO_Masters says:
CE: What are they?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO ; have you worked on the metaphasic shielding ?

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: I only wish it had not even happened on the one, My Granddaughter was on that world

CO_Pang says:
$::gets up, takes a drink of water, bangs on the wall for the umpteenth time ... and goes back to the lounger ... totally frustrated but trying not to show it::

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  Well,  ::searching for the words::  We believe it is being caused by one of your new Warp drives you are testing in our area of space

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: I’m holding it till we finish this mission

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: DO you require assistance in the search for Captain Pang? I am sending over the transporter logs

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Do you think we could try it on this probe

Tyme says:
$::Hears pounding and winces::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: well I'm thinking perhaps a particle beam emitter fired from our phasers to try close the rift, or if worse comes to worse photon torpedo explosions to collapse the rift, just a few idea's I have had so far?

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: We have conducted no tests in your area of space they have only occurred in the labs below, and I am assured there is no danger from them

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: it's not gonna work

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  I am sorry to hear that, truly I am.  I have lost everyone and everything I care for.  ::looks away briefly before she wipes her face then turns back to him::

CNS_Moore says:
@::scans for Pang's transponder frequency::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Modulating - trying to close the rift ::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : options

TO_M`Toc says:
::At Tactical::

LazZefrah says:
%::feels the slick, cool texture of the large reactor...::

XO_Masters says:
CE: Okay, you command the anomaly side, use any ship resources you need

CSO_Hazzem says:
CSO: we could use a tractor beam on the probe in case of any danger we could pull it out

CO_Pang says:
$::goes over everything she has learned about the room she is in .... not a lot helpful ....::

Sesra says:
@::scowls briefly::  Lazurus:  Then how do you explain all of our findings so far!?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: fine ::nods::

Lazurus says:
@::wipes at eyes with a handkerchief ::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : do you think blasting the bloody thing could work ?

XO_Masters says:
::stands and moves onto the bridge with Bolitho::

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: Findings ? I have seen no findings..

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: maybe

CEO_Bolitho says:
::follows the XO on to the bridge::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Looks around to make sure no one is looking::

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Any luck locating the captain?

TO_M`Toc says:
::Taps a few commands on console::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Start working on it

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: Seleya do you read me? DO you require assistance in the search for Captain Pang? I am sending over the transporter logs

LazZefrah says:
%::increases the output, being careful not to 'harm' his precious reactor:: Reactor: Not too strong...? Good, good..... Very good.... ::increases output...::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: no sir, we can't get him on LRS

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Picking a comm from the counsellor

Sesra says:
@::pulls out a PADD of sorts::  Lazurus:  well, I have brought them along just for such an emergency.  ::hands him the PADD::

Tyme says:
$::Worries about the "guest" and wonders if he should check on her::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Patch it through

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves to the engineering console and activates it::

OPS_Jean says:
:: On Screen ::

CNS_Moore says:
@::notices things have become a little tense::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Looks at the other TO....nods....and steps to the side::

Tyme says:
$::Moves to the holding room hatch and deactivates lock::

Lazurus says:
@::looks over the data on the PADD , has a blank look on his face :: Sesra : I am afraid I have no way to interpret this data....;et me send for LazZefrah

CO_Pang says:
$::reviews the Laztur situation in her mind .... has full confidence in her XO ... but this is a bad time to have to be captured::

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  By the way, I may not be a scientist but...  How can you conduct Warp Drive tests on the surface of a planet?

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM:XO: Sir I have sent over the transporter logs. I do not see any motive for kidnapping Sir

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Captain's yacht : Situation report

LazZefrah says:
%::monitors the increase in power readings.... hoping for a reaction.... any reaction....:: Reactor: You don't speak anymore....

Tyme says:
$::Enters room, relocks door and stares at Pang::

CO_Pang says:
$::hears machinery ... the first external sound for a while .... looks up at a person staring:: Tyme: And about time too!

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves to stand next to the TO :: TO: Report status of weapons and shields

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: they are relatively low power tests to prove theory so far.... small bubbles, so I am told , full scale tests would have come later

TO_M`Toc says:
::Taps a few more commands on the console::

Tyme says:
$CO: ::cocks head and continues to stare::

TO_M`Toc says:
::looks over shoulder::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  Who are you?  And why am I here?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: The captains yacht is still in orbit of Laztur?

Tyme says:
$Pang: Please calm down, we mean you no harm.

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: The discussions are underway I will keep you posted I have sent you all the data I believe relates to the captain's disappearance

Sesra says:
@Lazurus: I see.  Can we visit this site to see for ourselves?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Yes sir

Tyme says:
$::Gestures to the chairs and moves to one::

LazZefrah says:
%Reactor: A warp shell.... a phased chair.... Anything to show me your doing something to my matter........... PLEASE!

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: We could go there now, If our friends agree ::indicates the Cns ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves to stand next to the TO :: TO: Report status of weapons and shields

CO_Pang says:
$::stands:: Well .... you have taken me away from guarding my Captain .... I am in dereliction of duty ... I should be there!

Sesra says:
@CNS:  Where does the Federation stand in all of this?  ::hands on her hips::

LazZefrah says:
%::works the consoles feverishly.....::

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

Tyme says:
$Pang: Please be seated.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scanning anomaly with anxiety::

CO_Pang says:
$::stamps foot!   Tyme:  I have been sitting around for hours!  Tell me what is going on ...

LazZefrah says:
%::turns from consoles and stares at his reactor as it hums....::

XO_Masters says:
CE: Do you think the anomaly could be some kind of unstable wormhole?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::slaves the tactical console over to the Engineering console::

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: We are attempting to help you in the best way possible

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, the anomaly is starting to destabilise

Tyme says:
$Pang: ::points to chair:: Please Captain.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Modulating - compensating

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: possible Commander at the moment I haven't had to much time to investigate the anomaly

Sesra says:
@CNS:  I see, but you cannot take a stand one way or the other.  Are you not here to help get to the bottom of all this?

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: If there is a possibility the Warp drive test are causing the anomaly then I believe we should investigate it to the full extent possible

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: prepare a tachyon pulse on the highest intensity

CO_Pang says:
$::shrugs shoulders .... and looks towards the chair:: Tyme: NO ... I am pretty tired of sitting down - you sit!

LazZefrah says:
%::stares:: Reactor: You ARE doing something...... Aren't you......

CMO_Viper says:
::senses that crew is getting impatient::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : it's already at full strength

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: I would like your input on something I'm preparing

Lazurus says:
@Cns: May we go down to the labs so that , we can show our friend here that we are not hiding anything ? Besides , she has a PADD of data that needs interpretation ::indicates Sesra::

XO_Masters says:
CE: What might happen if we had to enter it?

Tyme says:
$Pang: We...we need you and the Federation to help us.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: yes sir

XO_Masters says:
CTO: Raise shields

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: as it stands at the moment Commander I wouldn't recommend that

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: I don't see why not

LazZefrah says:
%Reactor: There's too much power in you for you to be inactive...... WHAT ARE YOU DOING....? You know!

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: What is your opinion on this?

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Funny way of showing it ... I just get posted on my first away mission - and suddenly I have to save the world?  There is only so much an Ensign can do ...

XO_Masters says:
CTO: Be on alert for a third party

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Please confirm order

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: My opinion on what sir?

CO_Pang says:
$::her uniform has no pips::

Tyme says:
$Pang: ::Sees Pang's anger.  Thinks "Ensign"? have they messed up?::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: You asked for me sir?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, should I raise shields ?

XO_Masters says:
CE: I didn't say we were going to do it, I want to know what might happen if we did

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Affirmative

CEO_Bolitho says:
::turns to talk to the CSO:: CSO: We can only keep the Antic graviton beam going for so long so I want to shut this rift once and for all. What I recommend is we lower the frequency of the phasers to emit a particle beam and close up the rift from both ends, what do you think?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: In light of the captain's disappearance the security issues of sending us all down to the surface ensign ::whispers::

CO_Pang says:
$::moves towards Tyme::  Why am I here ... and where am I anyway?

CMO_Viper says:
*BRIDGE*:  Is everything OK up there?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Cutting beam - returning to nominal status ::

Tyme says:
$::Crosses arms, eyes bunch in thought::

OPS_Jean says:
:: raising shields ::

LazZefrah says:
%::stares at his reactor::

Sesra says:
@::taps foot as she patiently waits for the Feds to make up their minds::

CO_Pang says:
$::resists temptation to punch Tyme ... information is what she needs::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: I think the captain would agree that we shouldn’t risk any more officers down there

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : Sir, Everything is fine up here

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: unknown Commander, if we could somehow send a probe in there we might be able to find out?

Tyme says:
$::Looks down on Pang, broad shoulders expanding::

Lazurus says:
@::looks at the others in discussion and then at Sesra ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Shields raised sir

LazZefrah says:
%Reactor: I will discover your secrets.... You cannot hide them forever.... You could've been co-operative--Helped my people.... Helped me!

OPS_Jean says:
:: tachyon Beam OFF ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: it's good idea sir

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: You're sure.  I seem to sense a little impatience.

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Who did you think I was?  Ensign Frumpy here .... and if I can be of service .... then it is to the UFP - not a kidnapper!

LazZefrah says:
%::kicks it::

LazZefrah says:
%Self: Lousy junk...

Tyme says:
$::She is far too mature to be an Ensign::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: However we cant just leave without looking in some way

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  sorry if I'm being a bit blunt, but with what happened to Savrin 5 and all...  I'm a bit tense.  ::tries a forced smile::

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Would moving through the system help to scan for the captain at all?

LazZefrah says:
%::shuffles off to his computer...::

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO * : Everything is running within establish parameters, no injuries to report.

CO_Pang says:
$::waves hands in the air and walks around the room::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Good then we are going to try it monitor the effects of the particle beam

Tyme says:
$::Suddenly realises the joke and smiles::

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: I can't say that I blame you there

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: Whisper next time ensign discretion is most important. Then how do we verify if what they are saying is true? ::whispers::

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: Ok then.

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: maybe sir

LazZefrah says:
%::dictates an 'inconclusive results' report...... Funding must be maintained.::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
:; returning to nominal parameters - returning to warp capability ::

Tyme says:
$Pang: Well then "Ensign", if you will calm yourself, we can talk. ::grins::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  You can take that grin off your face .... I must be the oldest Ensign in the fleet .....

CEO_Bolitho says:
::begins altering the frequency of the phasers ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Warp capability restored sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: I don’t know sir ::whispers::

XO_Masters says:
CE: Okay, I'm taking the saucer section to find the captain, you have the engineering hull and take any staff you may need

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  It's just that knowing what some types of warp drives do to the space/time continuum, your test seemed like a logical conclusion.

Tyme says:
$::Notes for an Ensign, she is well composed::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Blue alert

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: We should be careful or we may have a mutiny on our little boat here ::Whispers::

CO_Pang says:
$::still walking around the room .... and is suddenly behind Tyme:: Tyme: ::as she puts a hold on his arm:: Now Talk!

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: sir, we have a planet inside the anomaly, we can't seal it on them

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra and Lazurus: We will wait for you here and beam you down

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of Sick Bay and into TL::  TL: Bridge

OPS_Jean says:
ALL : :: BLUE ALERT::

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: Had it been off planet, I might agree, but in the labs ? Surely they would have appeared above our space or such ?

OPS_Jean says:
ALL : All hands prepare for saucer separation 

Tyme says:
$::Muscle twitches as Pang grabs arm, grins again::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads down to the battle bridge::

Lazurus says:
@CNS: Thank You , Sir

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Wait for the CE to transfer any crew he needs

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Recommendation of key personnel transfer sir

CMO_Viper says:
::reaches Bridge::  XO: What's happening?

CO_Pang says:
$::brings knife to the kidneys:: Tyme: I have a knife at your back .... so where are we?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Your with me to the battle bridge

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: yes sir

Tyme says:
$Pang: I suggest you sit there ::points:: or this discussion is over.

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : order have been given to effect a saucer separation

Sesra says:
@Lazurus:  ::whispers::  Be honest with me... are you conducting spaceborn tests?  If you’re honest now we can clear this all up with out larger issues coming into play.

CO_Pang says:
$::presses on the knife - just a little::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on battle bridge with the CSO::

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus and Sesra: Ready when you are

CSO_Hazzem says:
::follows CE::

Lazurus says:
@Sesra: Spaceborne tests have yet to be either authorised or funded

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*; Situation report

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Slave flight control to your console and begin separation sequence

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: What's going on.  ::walks up beside OPS::

Sesra says:
@CNS: Thank you

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing for saucer separation ::

CTO_Furnael says:
@Lazurus and Sesra: Be careful 

Tyme says:
$::Winces:: Pang: and that will get you nothing.

Lazurus says:
@Cns: Ready

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : We are doing a saucer separation

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Why.

Sesra says:
@CTO: Thank you sir.  ::smiles wryly::

Host FCO_Elem says:
::at helm, preparing for saucer separation::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : XO orders sir

Tyme says:
$::Looks down over shoulder at Pang::

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: Should I return you to the original co-ordinates?

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* We are preparing to try close this rift, if it works we can then concentrate on somehow bringing the Savrin 5 back

CO_Pang says:
$::pushes Tyme towards the lounger - and as he falls, brings out her pocket phaser:: Tyme:  Well .... you got in here .... so I guess you can get us out ....

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Where is the CO?  And what's going on?

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : separation sequence ready sir... waiting command code

Tyme says:
$::stumbles to his knees, turns and grins::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* begin saucer separation

Lazurus says:
@Cns: Here are the co-ordinates ::hands him some figures ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sequence ready sir waiting for final authorisation

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Make it so

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  I have no compunction .... which leg do you want numbed first ...?

CNS_Moore says:
@Lazurus: Stand by to energise

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Captain is missing in action. She was aboard the Captain's yacht

Tyme says:
$Pang: You can do no worse than has already been done.

Sesra says:
@::stands next to Lazurus::

XO_Masters says:
::takes to open science console, dims the bridge lights::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* :saucer separation sequence ACTIVATED 

CNS_Moore says:
@::beams them out::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CO_Pang says:
$::phaser burn to Tyme's right ankle .... half stun only::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Punching command code ::

CNS_Moore says:
@::notices that the ship has been separated

Lazurus says:
%::materialises in the lab::

Tyme says:
$::Slides to floor, grabbing ankle::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: What's going on out there sir?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Saucer separation IN PROGRESS ... - COMPLETED ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Oops .... the setting is wrong ::fumbles and turns the setting up::

LazZefrah says:
%::turns to the sound of beam-ins::

Tyme says:
$::Glares at Pang:: Pang: So much for the compassionate Federation.

Lazurus says:
%::nods to LazZefrah ::

Sesra says:
%::materialises beside Lazurus looking around::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Separation completed sir

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: ......!

XO_Masters says:
FC: Take us to Laztur first to pick up the yacht then patrol the system while we scan

XO_Masters says:
FC: Full impulse!

LazZefrah says:
%::flustered::

OPS_Jean says:
:: AT FCO - Slaving OPS command codes ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  I can be compassionate ... maybe I will not cripple you permanently ... if you give me the information I need

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: What are you doing here.....?

Lazurus says:
%Sesra: This is our head researcher , Doctor LazZefrah

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CO_Pang says:
$::aims phaser at left foot::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CE*: should we begin the procedure, sir?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Setting a course - FULL Impulse ::

CNS_Moore says:
@::scans for transponder signal::

LazZefrah says:
%::looks left and right......::

Sesra says:
%::nods at LazZefrah::  LazZefrah:  It's a pleasure to meet you sir.

Tyme says:
$Pang: ::Smiles slyly:: That will be at MY discretion.

Lazurus says:
%:LazZefrah: She brought me some data on the Anomaly ::hands him the PADD :: What do you make of it ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
# CSO : Yes phasers have been re-calibrated, remember this is just a test to see if we can close the rift

Tyme says:
$::Grimaces in anticipation::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : ETA 2 minutes Sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: What do you think they'll find down there?

XO_Masters says:
FC: Just patrol wide so we can scan

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir

LazZefrah says:
%Sesra: Err.... Likewise...... What do you do here........ I mean.... Why are you...... Uh.... To what can I..... ::shuts up and takes PADD::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Just what do you hope to gain .... kidnap, imprisonment ... and you are willing to risk permanent injury?  What on earth are you up to?

XO_Masters says:
::starts sensor sweeps::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : All systems nominal sir

Host FCO_Elem says:
XO:  Aye aye, sir....... setting patrol sweep course now

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: target locked

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: Where did you find this......?

Host FCO_Elem says:
:;engages course::

CEO_Bolitho says:
# CSO: fire phasers

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Please slave tactical

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: firing

Lazurus says:
%Sesra: he is much more qualified to answer what it means than I

Tyme says:
$Pang: Nothing a mere "Ensign" should be concerned about.

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: Sesra and Lazurus are on the surface

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::fires phasers on rift::

Tyme says:
$::Cocks head and smiles::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CNS : Acknowledged

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Report

Host FCO_Elem says:
ACTION:  Phasers have some impact on rift; it gets smaller

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: I do not know a solution to our problem I hope

Sesra says:
%LazZefrah:  This is the research we had gathered while the anomaly was forming.  We assume it's because of your test.  ::pointing to PADD::

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah: It is the Data From the Anomaly

CNS_Moore says:
@::scans for transponder signal::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sesra and Lazurus are on the surface sir

Tyme says:
$::Rubs ankle and sits on lounger::

LazZefrah says:
%Sesra: But my test is innocent...... The reactor, she is.... but...

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, it appears to be working, however sir, we have a planet inside there, we can't seal the rift on them

LazZefrah says:
%::stares at PADD:::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Then you can send me back ... and maybe I can get someone more important to talk to you .... surely that makes sense?

OPS_Jean says:
:; Taking OPS ::

CNS_Moore says:
@::keeps a transporter lock on Sesra::

Sesra says:
%LazZefrah:  I am not a scientist but our colonist that were... were sure this had some connection to your tests.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO*  Commander it looks like the particle beam is working, request permission to see if we can somehow get the colonist back ?

LazZefrah says:
%ALL: It may be of my researches....

CMO_Viper says:
XO: Any contact with the CO?

Tyme says:
$Pang: Or you can drop the pretence and sit.

LazZefrah says:
%Sesra: ...... What would you have me do?

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Granted, that half of the ship is yours for now

XO_Masters says:
*CNS* Report

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah : But how ? You assured me it could not be while it was on the Planet

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: stop firing phasers, prepare for probe launch

OPS_Jean says:
XO : ready to achieve standard orbit sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Acknowledged

CO_Pang says:
$::shrugs shoulders:: Tyme: What pretence .... I am here ... armed .... and I will hurt you more ..... and you will not talk to me?

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: It should not have... Down here..... I observed no ... ... ... significant.... differences.

Sesra says:
%LazZefrah:  At least stop your tests until you can determine whether this research is accurate or not!

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: launching probe

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: Fire probe and lock a tractor beam on to it, I don't want to lose it in that rift

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah: You must shut down NOW , Until we can understand they why of it

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: tractor beam engaged

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: I cannot! I ... love her.... I cannot allow you to shut her down....

Tyme says:
$:;Sits up straight:: Pang: Enough dissembling Captain. Now let's talk.

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Any sign of the captain yet?

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Talk then!

Sesra says:
%LazZefrah:  But look at the data you are holding!!!  Explain that to me!!  ::determined and angry now::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : No sir, Should I place the saucer in standard orbit sir ?

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah: And what of the 35 Millions who are doomed to die as those on the Fifth planet have died ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, probe is reading slight temperature increase in the planet's atmosphere, we have visual sir

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: XO: Lazurus and Sesra are on the surface consulting with a scientist I presume. I am searching for clues as to the Captain's whereabouts and awaiting the outcome of our guests' visit to the surface

Tyme says:
$Pang: You are here to ensure that the Federation listens to our complaints about the warp testing.

LazZefrah says:
%Sesra: ........ Lazurus: There has to be another way...... if the Federation would only aid my research!

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah: We can work on that ...but we need to save lives NOW!

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Negative, patrol wide at least 2 AU around this planet

Tyme says:
$Stands and limps to the table and sits in chair::

OPS_Jean says:
XO/CNS : :: On Screen ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  I am listening - but I cannot get things stopped if I am not allowed to talk to my superiors in Starfleet .... my Captain will be most upset that I am missing

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
:: Slaving FCO ::

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: .....

Sesra says:
%COM: CNS: I think I can find your missing Captain for you if you can do something for me?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining momentum ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: we have tractor on probe, and I’m reading the planet

Tyme says:
$::Waves hand at Pang:: Pang: Enough of that.  I know that you are Captain Pang.

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: Oh here comes the bad news

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: Very well......

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: is its intact?

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Sesra: What is your proposition?

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: I ask that you do it....

Lazurus says:
%LazZefrah : Are you going to shut it down or shall I ? ::picks up fire Axe ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  Who I am seems to be of less importance than stopping the needless death and destruction wouldn't you say?

LazZefrah says:
%Lazurus: I could not shut it....

LazZefrah says:
%:covers eyes and runs from the room::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir, the rift has no power to destroy it

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Report

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I’m standing by for orders 

Lazurus says:
%::walks up to the Reactor :: Sesra: Where do you think ?

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Starfleet Nr. 649992 Ensign Julia Frump ready to negotiate with you

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Maintain active sensor sweeps

Tyme says:
$Pang: ::grins:: Thank you.  The destruction will stop once the Federation does it's inspection.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Sensor sweeps - looking for a transponder signal ::

Sesra says:
%COM: CNS:  The Federation has to make sure these tests are shut down and I will make sure your Captain is returned to you.  All I want is them to stop long enough for further test to be completed

CMO_Viper says:
::sits down in left seat on bridge and waits::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Then what purpose is served by keeping me here ... wherever here is?

CEO_Bolitho says:
#*XO* Commander we can shut down the rift at any time, we have detected what looks like planetary debris on the other side of the rift, I think Savrin 5 has been destroyed

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: It sounds like they are holding the captain hostage sir.

Lazurus says:
%Sesra: Where should I strike to shut this thing down ?

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Sesra: You knew where she was all this time?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Also look for anything that could hold human life, moons, small vessels, anything

Tyme says:
$Pang: to maintain the Federation's interest.

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, probe reading planetary debris, it's Savrin 5

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Can you confirm?

Sesra says:
%Lazurus:  I do not know.  Don't you think that might cause some kind of catastrophic problem if you do that?

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: acknowledged, prepare to fire phasers again to shut this rift once and for all

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Multitude of humanoid form on the surface

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: I agree. There will be consequences

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Captain's yacht in orbit

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: aye sir

Lazurus says:
%Sesra: Best you beam up then

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: firing phasers

Tyme says:
$Pang: You can put away the phaser, as I said, no harm will come to you.

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: You thought we were not interested ... the Captain's orders were relayed to everyone aboard .... we had to prevent loss of life .... kidnapping me does not seem to help in that aim ...

Sesra says:
%COM: CNS: I do not know where, but I believe I could find her for you... yes.

CMO_Viper says:
XO: I was just thinking and I have an idea.  It's different but it might work.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : anything unusual than the normal traffic in t he sector

CEO_Bolitho says:
#*XO* confirmed Commander its the remains of Savrin 5

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: I don't think the captain would want us negotiating with terrorists even if its her we’re negotiating for

XO_Masters says:
CMO: Shoot

Lazurus says:
%COM: Cns: Beam Sesra up to you

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Sesra: How so

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: Agreed

Sesra says:
%Lazurus:  It may make that thing out there even larger and millions more could die.

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Okay, close it up and then come here

Lazurus says:
%::takes a trial swing ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: rift is closed sir, we did it

CEO_Bolitho says:
#*XO* aye Sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: If we beam either of them up we should take them into custody for questioning

OPS_Jean says:
XO Rift is closed sir

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Sesra: Would I be right in believing that you knew our Captain was being held hostage by your people?

Sesra says:
%::runs over to Lazurus and tries to hold him back::  Lazurus:  do you want millions on your planet to die as well as all the other innocent colonists!?

CMO_Viper says:
XO: If we used a bio-scanner and boosted the output but hooking it up to the deflector dish on the stardrive section it might be able to find Captains Pang's pattern and match it with the DB.  It is very tricky to do though.

Tyme says:
$::Frowns:: Pang: Give it over, your presence here, Captain Pang, will ensure that we are not forgotten.

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Hold on, patrol another area of the system for the CO

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: good job Ensign, Hem lay in an intercept course with the saucer and ....engage

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: I have a transporter lock

CO_Pang says:
$::throws over small medkit to Tyme:: Tyme: Use that on your ankle .... it will stop the pain

Sesra says:
%COM CNS:  My people... what's left of them... Where I do not know.

Lazurus says:
%Sesra: I may not know Warp theory , but I know a power cable when I see one ::points at power cable ::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::draws phaser:: ready sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, the idea was yours, I merely executed it

XO_Masters says:
CMO: Relay that to Lt. Bolitho

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, Battle section is coming back sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: you still did it well <smiles>

Tyme says:
$::Takes the medkit and works on his ankle::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir, thank u sir

CNS_Moore says:
@::beams Sesra up::

Lazurus says:
%::Swings axe hard and severs cable feeding power to the reactor ::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: I need to talk to Lt. Bolitho.  Can you connect me?

Tyme says:
$Pang:: Thank you Captain.  ::Closes medkit and shoves it towards Pang::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::points phaser at Sesra:: Stay where you are

CEO_Bolitho says:
#*XO* relay co-ordinates of the area you want us to patrol

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Aye sir

Sesra says:
%::stands back a little aghast::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO: HAIL 

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: There is no need for that

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  You could at least let me know where I am .... it is driving me mad .... and mad you do NOT need!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Reactor explodes in a ball of fire, setting off a chain reaction on the planet's surface

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Circle the system at about warp 1.3

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Channel open sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: Begging your pardon sir, but I think there’s every need for it.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: OPS: Go ahead

Tyme says:
$Pang: You are here, ::gestures:: and safe.

Sesra says:
%COM: CNS:  We have a problem down here!!!  ::explosions can be heard in the background   - as she shimmers and appears on the yacht::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: aye Sir

CMO_Viper says:
COM CEO: I have an idea that just might work.  If we hook up a bio-scanner to the deflector dish we can up the beam strength and possibly match it with the Captain’s.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir the surface is burning sir

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Explain

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, the reactor on the surface is exploding

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: I do not believe in violence so put it away Ensign

Tyme says:
$Pang: I will go now.  Would you like something to eat? ::smiles::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : The explosion of a reactor seems to have started a chain reaction on the surface

CEO_Bolitho says:
CMO: I'm prepared to try anything, I will definitely give it a go

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: I wasn't going to fire but Aye sir ::Holsters the phaser::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning planet surface ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  Well - you could, if you are not going to hurt me, at least keep me in my right mind .... I really hate not knowing where I am .... and I ate earlier!

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO: ETA ?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Hail them and see if they require assistance

Sesra says:
@CNS:  You have got to beam as many of those people up as possible!

Tyme says:
$::Stands and hold hand out for the phaser::

CMO_Viper says:
COM: Great!  Everything you need is in the SciLabs on Deck 12.  CMO out.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SESRA : USS Seleya do  you require assistance

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: link up a bio scanner and scan the surface for the Captain's bio signature once were in range

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: You will be held for questioning

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@SESRA: In the yacht, you’re a master comedian

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Planetary personnel get the explosions under control, but not before reactor is totally destroyed and city heavily damaged

CEO_Bolitho says:
COM: CMO: ETA 4 minutes

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: No - I will keep my phaser ..... I do not trust you .... you have no good reason for keeping me here ....

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Acknowledged

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: I want you to return our Captain

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: starting bio-scan

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Collect the captains yacht

OPS_Jean says:
XO ; ETA is 4 minutes sir

Tyme says:
$Pang: Then put it away.  You will not be harmed.

Sesra says:
@CNS: It is expected and no need to worry.  I do not thing there is any further reason to hold your Captain.  It's all over now I think.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CMO_Viper says:
COM: CEO:  I'll keep myself up to date over here.  ::walks over to console::

CTO_Furnael says:
@SESRA: Why did you hold her in the first place?

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: No thanks to you

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: try the CMO idea and link the bio scan to the deflector dish, it should provide a little more outage!

CMO_Viper  (Console2.wav)

Sesra says:
@COM: Tyme:  You may return the Captain to this ship now.  Mission complete

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Captain's Yacht : Prepare for retrieval

CNS_Moore says:
@CTO: The questioning will come later :;whispers::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir

CO_Pang says:
$::moves across the room, leans back against the wall:: Tyme: Stop this .... you are diverting resources away from the people who could help you ....

Tyme says:
$Turns to unlock the hatch, watching Pang over his shoulder::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CNS: Aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
XO : No answer from the surface sir

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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